Executive Vice President Andrew LeBovidge joined Central Regional Vice President Aaron Merrick last week for facility visits to Omaha ATCT (OMA), Sioux Gateway ATCT (SUX), and Omaha TRACON (R90), followed by an R90 solidarity event at TopGolf in Omaha that included members’ families. “Daniel Witt (R90 FacRep and Nebraska state legislative coordinator) and Travis Arnold (R90 VP) did an amazing job planning the event and getting a large portion of their membership to attend,” Merrick said.

Witt, OMA FacRep Jack Gore, and SUX FacRep Bryan Martini led the tours of their respective facilities, where LeBovidge and Merrick could visit with members and answer questions. “It was so nice to be back out visiting with our membership and discussing current issues and concerns our members have,” Merrick said. At SUX, Merrick said they were able to meet over lunch and discuss current issues such as their current runway closure for construction, which is slated to be completed later this year.
Secretary Treasurer Training Equips Reps to Operate NATCA Locals

NATCA Academy instructors Devin Carlisto (Seattle Center, ZSE) and Ed Szczuka (Engineers/Central Region, ECE) recently taught the NATCA Academy's Secretary Treasurer Training (STT) in Las Vegas.

“It was a great group,” Carlisto said. “We presented some newly-refreshed modules covering local finances, meetings, and elections.”

The STT course improves representatives' knowledge of NATCA, Department of Labor (DOL), and IRS rules. The one-and-a-half-day course provides an understanding about the importance of strict record-keeping, consistency, and written documentation for financial guidelines. You can register for upcoming NATCA Academy classes, including STT, at portal.natca.org.
EAP Committee Continues to Fight Stigma & Provide Support

Each year, millions of Americans face the reality of living with a mental illness. The Employee Assistance Program Committee (EAP), which interfaces with the FAA on all issues related to the EAP/WorkLife program under Article 57, joins the national movement to raise awareness about mental health. The EAP Committee commits to continue to fight stigma, provide support, and educate our members on resources available to those struggling with mental illness.

Read more here.
EAP/WORKLIFE SOLUTIONS

Are you or someone you know in need of counseling?

8 free counseling sessions per issue per 12 months offered to you and anyone living under your roof (doesn’t have to be your dependent)

MAGELLANASCEND.COM offers a variety of tools and resources online or Call 800-234-1327 worklife@natca.net

Visit our Website